. 3D structures of TSb-ss (left) and TSb-rr (right). Steric repulsion in TSb-ss is indicated by red dashed square. Bond formation/dissociation is represented by green solid lines and hydrogen bonds are drawn by red dashed lines. Relative energies with respect to TSb-ss are indicated in parentheses.
Cartesian coordinates of each transition state
TSa-ss SCF Done: E(RB3LYP) = -3946.06584295 A.U. Sum of electronic and thermal Free Energies= -3945.048899 A.U. PCM(toluene)/B3LYP/6-31G*: E(RB3LYP) = -3946.07937342 A.U.
---------------------------------------------------------------------
Center Atomic Atomic Coordinates (Angstroms) Number Number Type X Y 
Z --------------------------------------------------------------------
A.U. Sum of electronic and thermal Free Energies= -3945.044198 A.U. PCM(toluene)/B3LYP/6-31G*: E(RB3LYP) = -3946.07526204
A.U. 
A.U. Sum of electronic and thermal Free Energies= -3945.048984 A.U. PCM(toluene)/B3LYP/6-31G*: E(RB3LYP) = -3946.07776351
.938728 ---------------------------------------------------------------------
TSa-sr SCF Done: E(RB3LYP) = -3946.06139629
A.U. Sum of electronic and thermal Free Energies= -3945.045416 A.U. PCM(toluene)/B3LYP/6-31G*: E(RB3LYP) = -3946.07455118
---------------------------------------------------------------------
A.U. Sum of electronic and thermal Free Energies= -4059.536610 A.U. 
A.U. Sum of electronic and thermal Free Energies= -4059.536396 A.U. 
